
Overview:

 

Air Ion Counter AIC2

Optional Micro USB Port

Backlit Graphic Display

Power Adapter Jack 

Earth Ground Jack

Desk Top Holder (included)

6 to 9 VDC, + Center

 Dual Range 2 Million and 200 Million Ions
 Large Backlit Graphic Display
 Peak Capture
 Quiet High Q Fan

 16-Hour Battery LifeData Recording *
 Data Recording *
 Data Transfer via USB *
 Data Plotting via Included PC Application*
   *(USB Option Required)

The warranty period for this meter is one year from the date of delivery.
Manufactured in the USA by AlphaLab Inc, 3005 South 300 West Salt Lake City, UT 84115  www.trifield.com   mail@trifield.com  tel (801)487-9492  fax (801)487-3877 

Operation: 
During operation, air is drawn in at the top, is measured, and 
exits at the bottom. Do not block the air intake and exit 
openings. When operating, the display shows the ion count 
within 1 second, and it continues to display the ion density in 
the air, showing any changes within 1 second after they 
occur.  The 20-foot long ground wire should be used to 
connect the meter to earth ground for most types of measure-
ments - especially if you are measuring near an ionizer. After 
turning the meter on, select the POLARITY you want to 
measure. When changing polarity, the display count will 
immediately jump, but it will stabilize within 3 seconds. When 
not measuring, place the meter in the STANDBY mode to 
conserve battery power. For accurate readings of the 
average number of ions in a room, avoid measuring near 
charged plastic such as synthetic fabric (clothing). The 
excess charge will reduce both positive and negative ion 
counts in the vicinity. In a typical environment, ions do not 
mix well. There can be clouds/clusters of negative ions in one 
area with almost no ions just a few inches away. Thus it is 
normal for the ion level to fluctuate irregularly as a cloud of 
ions moves back and forth. Any fan (even a slow one) helps 
mix ions in a room.  A substantial number ions of both 
polarities can coexist the same volume of air. 

The Air Ion Counter 2 measures positive and negative air 
ions up to 200 million ions/cm  .3

SPECIFICATIONS 
Polarity Positive or Negative Ions - selectable 
Range 2 or 200 Million Ions - selectable 
Resolution 10 Ions/cc 
Accuracy +/- 20%, Repeatability 5% 
Output Micro USB Port (optional) 
Environmental -1° C to 43° C, 0-90% RH non-condensing 
Power Battery - 4 AA Alkaline (~16 hour life) 

or AC Adapter (included) 
Size  7.63 x 4 x 1.75 inches (194 x 102 x 45 mm) 
Weight 20 oz (567 g) 
 



AIC2 Operation Details 

Power Up / Operation Mode

Power Options and Battery Level

Peak Hold

Operation time with an Alkaline batteries is typically ten 
hours. The meter may be operated with a 6 or 12VDC, 
200mA regulated or unregulated power adapter with a 
2.1mm  barrel plug, (positive center).  Note that if the 
battery level drops below the level required for the internal 
processor, the display will be blank, however the back 
light of display may still be illuminated. If this occurs, 
replace the batteries.   

Depressing the "Peak Hold" pad places the meter in the peak hold 
mode. In this mode, the display shows the highest positive or negative 
value measured by the meter since the last time the peak hold was 
reset. While in this mode, momentarily depressing the "Peak Reset” 
pad resets the peak value. When the peak hold mode is off, the meter 
continues to capture the highest positive or negative value measured, 
which will be shown when the peak hold mode is activated. 

Record / USB Option

With the USB option, measurements may be recorded for later upload to a PC/Laptop.  
When the "Record" pad is depressed, the current displayed measurement is saved 
into non-volatile memory and a record number is momentary displayed. Up to 9,999 
records or record sets may be saved. The software application "AlphaApp" provides 
the user with the ability to retrieve recorded data and delete saved data. The 
"AlphaApp" application also allows the option of configuring the meter to record a 
stream of measurements at a specified interval. When configured to record a stream 
of measurements, depressing the "Record" pad turns on the record function indicated 
by the display of the record set number. In this mode measurements are continually 
saved at the configured interval until the "Record" pad is depressed a second time, at 
which time the recording stops and the set number is no longer displayed.  When 
attached to a PC/Laptop, the "AlphaApp" application also allows for the real-time 
streaming of the meters measurements. The software application "AlphaApp" may be 
downloaded at: http://www.trifield.com/content/alpha-app/ 

Record or Set #

On power up the fan will come on and ion 
measurement will begin. Select the desired 
polarity by depressing the “Polarity” pad. 
Note that when the polarity is changed, there 
will be a temporary jump in the display count. 
A display of 1---.--  indicates over range. 
Depressing the “Scale” pad selects the 
alternative range. 

The "Record" pad only functions if the meter has the USB option. 

The warranty period for this meter is one year from the date of delivery. 
Manufactured in the USA by AlphaLab Inc, 3005 South 300 West Salt Lake City, UT 84115  www.trifield.com   mail@trifield.com  tel (801)487-9492  fax (801)487-3877 

Battery Level: Each missing bar represents a drop of 
approximately 20% of battery’s usable capacity.

Meter Calibration / Re-zeroing
Momentarily depress the "Calibration" pad starts the 
calibration/re-zeroing procedure. During the calibration, the fan 
will be off. Calibration may take up to 62 seconds. A counter on 
the display indicates the remaining time. Calibration took place 
at the factory and is not necessary upon power up. Calibration is 
only  necessary if a consistent ion count is displayed when no 
ions are present. Note that it is common for a display count 
fluctuation of +/-0.50 in a typical ambient environment. 

CALIBRATION ERRORS: If during the calibration an excessive 
offset or a lack of sensitivity is detected, an error message 
indicating such will be displayed. These errors will only occur if the 
internal ion detection chamber has been contaminated by 
accumulations of dust, or if high humidity has caused internal 
condensation. If an error is detected, you will be given the option of 
ignoring the error and continuing meter operation.  These 
contamination errors can usually be corrected by blowing out the 
intake chamber with compressed air.  

Selected Polarity Temperature

Default Scale,  2M ions cm Alternative Scale,  200M ions cm3 3



AlphaApps Utility 

Real Time Example

Prerecorded Data Upload Example

 Real time Ion level data and plotting 
 Upload/view/plot prerecorded ION data
 Selectable Ion measurement/record intervals; 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 30, or 120 per sec.  
 96 Hours of nonvolatile storage in the AIC2 at the 1 second measurement interval
 Ion level verses time graphs with optional selectable automatic scaling and time compression
 Plotted graphs and data tables may be saved for later retrieval
 Table data (which is comma-diliminated) can be pasted into a spread sheet



Optional Accessories

Integrated 
Retractable Stand

The meter snaps in / out of the bracket. 
 When mounting into drywall, dry wall anchors
are necessary (not included). 

This option cannot be used with meters that
have the integrated retractable stand installed. 

Protective Case

Wall Bracket

Must be speci�ed at time of order.  




